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For help or questions about this document, please send an email to

BDRSServices@ieee.org.  For questions about an outreach, see IEEE

Resources and Services towards the end of this document.

Intro

Marketing expert Seth Godin, in his Seth.blog writes:

Permission marketing is the privilege (not the right) of delivering anticipated, personal

and relevant messages to people who actually want to get them.

How we communicate as an organization has a tremendous impact on how we are perceived by

current and future members and customers. We have many products, services, events, and

participation opportunities that we want to share, however, in order to comply with global

privacy regulations, we must make sure our email messages only reach those who have

previously granted their permission to be contacted.  These guidelines will help you to

determine who you can and cannot contact based on the customer’s consent or subscription.

We'll focus first on some best practices before moving on to consent-based communication or,

what is allowed by IEEE Privacy Policy acceptance.  Then, we will cover the types of

communication that are allowed as part of a specific transaction.  Next, we will review other

ways to get your message out to customers in ways other than by traditional email.  Finally, we

will present some general information and references that relate to email outreaches and lists.

mailto:BDRSServices@ieee.org
https://seths.blog/2008/01/permission-mark/


Best Practices

Why Are You Receiving This Email?

When the recipient opens the email that you sent, they should know immediately why they

were included in the email and how to stop receiving such emails in the future.

Examples:

You are receiving this email because you (registered for an event or training XYZ, are a

member of XYZ, purchased XYZ, etc.

You are receiving this email because you subscribed to the XYZ newsletter.

You are receiving this email because you opted-in to learn more about XYZ.

You are receiving this email because you opted-in to getting messages from our trusted

partners.

You are receiving this email because you signed up for our mailing list via XYZ.

‘Unsubscribe’ Options

Provide clear instructions in the footer of your email for what actions the recipient should take

if they no longer wish to receive such emails in the future.  Make sure the font is easy to read so

the recipient doesn’t struggle to find it when they scroll to the bottom.  Ensure that if a

recipient asks to unsubscribe or stop receiving related emails, that the emails actually stop for

that recipient.

Examples:

Want to change how you receive these emails?  Update your communication

preferences here (add embedded link).

You can unsubscribe from this newsletter by clicking here.

You can opt out of learning more about XYZ by clicking here.



Consent-Based Communication Allowed by the IEEE Privacy Policy

Here are some things to consider/confirm before sending your outreach:

● Always confirm that the recipients of your email have already provided consent by

accepting the IEEE Privacy Policy. There are many ways to check for this consent

including, but not limited to, using the List Validator tool.  If you need help, reach out to

support staff. When in doubt, the Contact Center can connect you with the right person

who can help.

● Always confirm that the content of your message is within the bounds of what is

allowed by the IEEE Privacy Policy. Take a few minutes to read through the headers and

some of the language in the IEEE Privacy Policy; it’s shorter and simpler than one might

expect.  The paragraph headers in the IEEE Privacy Policy provide some examples of how

we may use personally identifiable information (PII) such as: We use your information

to...process transactions, provide support or other services, provide information based

on your needs, and respond to your requests, to provide online forums and social

networks, etc.

● Always honor communication preferences such as Do Not Contact, Third-party Email,

etc. If someone on your list has explicitly asked not to receive your email, be sure that

they don’t get it.  See Other Ways to Reach an Audience to learn more about how to

connect with broader audiences while still honoring communication preferences.

● Confirm that your recipients have given their consent for this messaging via opt-ins. In

the opening, the email should inform the recipient why they are receiving it.  The email

should also clearly communicate how they can stop future emails.

● Understand what is not permitted and why by the IEEE Privacy Policy.  An email that is

sent on the basis of, I’m sending you something that you didn’t ask for because I thought

you might like it.  You may have strong feelings that they will like it but if the customer

didn’t ask for it, it is not permissible to send it.  The customer asks, we deliver.  We don’t

send and then hope they don’t mind.

If you are a volunteer and would like additional guidance, reach out to your Society staff (if

appropriate) or the IEEE Contact Center for chat and phone support or by sending an email to

privacy@ieee.org with the word “outreach” in the subject line (response within 2 business

days).  If you are a staff member, reach out to list-management@ieee.org for more information

about outreach planning and strategies.

https://www.ieee.org/ieee-listvalidator
mailto:contact-center@ieee.org
https://www.ieee.org/security-privacy.html
https://supportcenter.ieee.org/
mailto:privacy@ieee.org
mailto:list-management@ieee.org


Transaction-Related Communication

Consent is not needed for specific types of messages directly related to a transaction, but the

message must be about the transaction.  An example would be:

● A customer registers for an event. A few days in advance of the event, the organizer,

sends an email to registrants as a reminder (e.g. ‘Get excited! It’s almost here!’).  After

the event, the event organizer sends an email with a survey to registrants (e.g. ‘We hope

you found value in the event.  Please answer a few questions so that we can make

improvements for the next event.’)  These types of emails directly relate to the

transaction associated with the customer registering for an event and are always

permitted.

● A customer purchases a one-year membership or subscription. The

membership/subscription is about to expire.  A membership representative sends an

email reminding the member that their membership or subscription is about to expire.

This type of email is justified on the basis of the transaction that was initiated by the

customer when they purchased or renewed their membership/subscription in the

previous year.  Because of the transaction, explicit permission from the customer is not

needed for the renewal notice.

Note: The above examples apply only to the same transaction. Registration for one event (of

many) offered by your IEEE unit does NOT allow communication regarding the other events.

● An example of what is not permitted by a transaction is: “We are sending you this email

about product Y because you, in the past, purchased X and we think you will like Y.”  The

customer, by purchasing X did not give permission to learn more about Y.

Other Ways to Reach an Audience

● Embed a call to action as a secondary piece of content in an existing email. For

example, when sending an email that is justified by a transaction, it would be acceptable

to add content asking the customer to subscribe to a newsletter or to opt-in to learn

more about a topic; however, the primary message should be about the transaction.

● Use an existing opt-in, or create a new one, about a specific topic.  There are several

opt-ins in use at IEEE; others may be added.  An example might be an opt-in for general

marketing information related to a standards topic or society activities.

● Place a banner ad in an existing newsletter. The recipient of the newsletter has already

given permission to receive the newsletter.  They can learn more about your particular

offering within that existing newsletter via the banner ad.



○ Be sure the ad includes a link to a location where they can subscribe (providing

you permission) to send additional communication about the activity, product,

service, etc.

● Place a banner ad in Collabratec. Collabratec has a growing user base with pages that

contain ads.  One of those ads could be about your offering.

○ Be sure the ad includes a link to a location where they can subscribe (providing

you permission) to send additional communication about the activity, product,

service, etc.

Other Information Related to Email Outreaches and Lists

● List Validator is a tool available to both staff and volunteers and is expected to be used

to validate recipients.  The tool allows users to upload a CSV containing email addresses

of potential recipients, select filtering options that relate to the outreach, and produce a

filtered list of contactable recipients based on the filtering selections.

● Lists used for an outreach may only be used once. All lists must be deleted (whether

saved to a computer, database, or storage device) once the outreach has been sent. Lists

should be used within 72 hours from the time that it was prepared. It is assumed that

people continually join and unjoin groups, and make changes to their communication

preferences.  A list produced for an outreach is based on a snapshot in time that

becomes ‘stale’ after a few days.  The general guideline at IEEE is that if 72 hours have

passed since the preparation of the list, it should be destroyed and a new list prepared.

● Lists with IEEE Data may not be sold or leased without prior approval of the IEEE EDM

Team. It is important that an obligation to sell or lease IEEE Data is not included in any

agreement or contract without prior approval.

IEEE Resources and Services for Email Outreach

IEEE provides volunteer tools for managing email communications, with self-service and

staff-supported options. Using these services ensures that lists are validated, and Staff

supported options provide added-value expertise and knowledge.

These vary based on the IEEE Organization Unit affiliation. Please review the list below

● Educational Activities - Please contact education@ieee.org for specific guidance.

● Member & Geographic Activities (MGA) - Resources for Section, Region and other

geo-units include:

○ vTools.eNotice

○ ListServ, etc.

● Publications

https://www.ieee.org/ieee-listvalidator
mailto:education@ieee.org
https://enotice.vtools.ieee.org/


● Standards Association (SA) - Please contact the IEEE SA Data Privacy Team at

sa-dataprivacy@ieee.org for specific guidance.

● Technical Activities -

○ Society Products and Audience Engagement Membership Outreach Campaigns

● IEEE-USA - IEEE-USA manages several email newsletters that are sent monthly and/or

quarterly to U.S. members Please contact g.hill@ieee.org to inquire about having a brief

item included in one of IEEE-USA's outreach vehicles.

https://ta.ieee.org/operations/membership-development/membership-outreach-campaigns

